IH “Disgusted”
Shift Kits

New: TreePuller Timberline Tree & Post
Puller

Model HTC-14 can cut a 14-in. tree at ground
level in 5.5 seconds. All major pivot points are
machined and greaseable for long life.

Timberline™ Tree Shears Rotate

The innovative Timberline™ Tree Shears
from Sidney Manufacturing offer many
advantages when it comes to the job of
selectively removing unwanted trees; including the ability to rotate after the cut.
The Timberline™ Tree Shear hydraulically
rotates up to 110 degrees, with a push of a
button from the comfort of your cab. This
feature allows the shear to serve as a grapple
to lift, wrangle and carry the fallen tree. You
can also use the Timberline™ Tree Shear to
easily and efficiently cut the tree into load
size or firewood size pieces; reach high to
trim large branches; or reach over fences and
other obstacles.
The HTC-14 cuts a 14” tree at ground
level in 5.5 seconds; the smaller TBL-1000
has a 10” capacity. The single blade design
of the Timberline™ Tree Shear eliminates
complicated adjustments and sharpening and
the unique serrated tooth configuration holds
the tree during the cutting cycle allowing
for predictable cutting. Made from high
tensile steel plate, all major pivot points are
machined and greaseable for long life. This
world class attachment is the professional’s
choice for land and tree management.

Also available from Sidney Manufacturing
is the Gorilla Grapple, a powerful grapple
designed to fit most skid steers. Manufactured
from high tensile 1” thick steel, the grapple
can handle debris, large trees, big hay bales,
salvage yard scrap, and even crush concrete
slabs. “Designed by grapple customers to
handle anything a skid steer can handle.”

Sidney also offers a wireless control option allowing the operator to wirelessly activate the electric diverter on the Timberline™
Tree Shear to alternate between shearing
and hydraulic rotation; increasing the ease
of operation and reducing installation time.
The newest innovation from Sidney is
their Timberline™ Tree & Post Puller, designed to grip up to a 10” diameter tree or
post; it can rip out an 8” diameter tree, root
system and all. Reinforced throughout to
withstand rigorous use, universal skid steer
coupler is standard.
Timberline™ Tree Shears can be effortlessly mounted on a variety of available
Skid Steer Loaders, Compact Excavators,
Telehandlers and Ag Tractor Loader Arms.
To learn more about Sidney Manufacturing’s Timberline™ Tree Shears, go to www.
sidneyattachments.com and view a 5 minute
video.
Contact: Sidney Manufacturing, Inc.,
P.O. Box 430, Sidney, Iowa 51652 ( ph 866
567-9618; jdoyle@sidneyattachments.com;
www.sidneyattachments.com).
Reader Inquiry No.15

“If your older IH tractor sometimes slips
out of gear or does not go into gear, or
if you’re just frustrated with the way it
shifts, we can probably help,” says Otto
Wenz of Wenz Service, Inc. “We had
some of the same problems with our
own tractor and figured out a way to fix
it that worked better than anything we
could find.
“We now offer complete kits to solve
shifting problems for IH models from
the 706 up to the 6788. Most of the
problems with these tractors come from
the gears in the transmission not being
fully engaged. Different tractors need
different parts, so while we do have
complete repair kits, we’d prefer to sell
only the parts needed. For this reason,
farmers or their mechanics should call
for parts and prices.
“All of our transmission repair parts
are guaranteed. We guarantee the ’06
series parts for the life of our business.
Kits for most other models come with
a 10-year guarantee. We’ve been in
business for more than 50 years and have
sold more than 5,000 of these kits over
the past 32 years. The cost of repairs with
our kits are usually less than half the cost
of using parts from Case IH.
“In addition to IH transmission repair
parts, we also sell a number of new aftermarket parts for almost any make of
tractor. Our parts cost a lot less than most
places for most brands. We usually can
analyze the problem over the phone, so
that you can make an informed decision.
We ship all over the world.”
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup,
Otto Wenz, Wenz Service, Inc., 1606 L
Street, Tekamah, Neb. 68061-1289 (ph
402 374-2202)
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With the push of a button, Timberline™
Tree Shears rotate up to 110 degrees from
horizontal.
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